
NEW VOICES IN CHEMISTRY

O
ne of the greatest chal-

lenges facing mass spectrome-
try (MS), as applied to biologi-
cal research, is the adaptation
of current instrumentation and

methods to achieve lower limits of detec-
tion. Even though it is still early in my
career, I have already witnessed great
advances—in particular, the advent of
matrix-assisted laser desorption ionization
(MALDI) in 1985 and electrospray ion-
ization (ESI), which was conceived in the
1960s but not put into practice until the
early 1980s. These methods have increased
the mass range of analyte molecules from
several thousand daltons to several hun-
dred kilodaltons, significantly broadening
the horizon in the study of proteins.

Initially, these methods were used to
study abundant proteins as well as those
produced recombinantly. Over time, tech-
niques were fine-tuned, and the capability
of MS in the biological world was
realized more fully. Gradually, inter-
est shifted from abundant proteins
to those that could barely be
detected on a silver-stained gel. The
question changed from “How much
protein do you need?” to “How lit-
tle protein can you work with and
still tell me what I need to know?”
Although manufacturers have
accommodated the need for lower-
level analysis by introducing new
and better products, there is still
demand for greater sensitivity.

My research involves the struc-
tural elucidation of proteins based
on the determination of disulfide
bond linkages and other types of
post-translational modifications.
Unfortunately, additional sample
manipulation results in loss of mate-
rial. Many challenges must be over-
come when working with trace
amounts of protein. Although vari-
ous labs around the world are cur-
rently capable of such analysis, the
practice is far from common. New
methods of increasing the effective
concentration of the sampled pro-
tein will likely become widespread.

Microspotting of a sample on a MALDI
target or using sub-nanoflow ESI sample
introduction into the mass spectrometer
are two such examples. These methods
already have shown promise in the low
attomole range for sample detection. 

Another problem with small samples is
chemical noise and suppressants in the
form of buffers or trace contaminants.
Sample cleanup is now being performed
using nanoflow chromatography, a proce-
dure that itself presents many complica-
tions. Although quite difficult to compre-
hend but already accomplished, with the
current trend in MS, single-molecule
detection could become a routine analysis
in the near future.

Another trend in protein MS that prob-
ably will continue involves high-through-
put analysis and automation. New devices
are constantly being introduced to increase
the throughput of samples analyzed by MS

and LC/MS. Robots are used routinely to
analyze proteins on gels that contain thou-
sands of different proteins. The entire
process—removing the gel spot, digesting
the protein, extracting the peptides,
preparing the sample for MS analysis, com-
pleting the analysis, and searching the data-
base—is automated. Although not as thor-
ough as manual processing, many
researchers find that the benefits of speed
far outweigh the loss. Even though these
techniques undoubtedly will be perfected
over time and most likely will surpass
human ability for sample recovery, human
intervention always will be needed. 

New advances, such as the completion
of the Human Genome Project, also will
mean an increased burden placed on pro-
tein mass spectrometrists. Proteins en-
coded by DNAwill need to be determined
to better understand human biology. By
correlating genes to specific proteins, sci-
entists will be able to determine which
genes are responsible for diseases and, with
this understanding, be able to reduce inher-
ited disorders. The demand for skilled mass
spectrometrists will increase. Fortunately—
or unfortunately, depending on the point
of view—sample analysis via MS is increas-
ingly becoming a black-box technique.

One final challenge that faces biological
sciences and the pharmaceutical
industry in particular is that the
major push behind research is
financial. Instead of sharing ideas
for the benefit of everyone, too
many ideas are hoarded in hopes
that they will lead to the discovery
of a new drug that will make mil-
lions of dollars for a particular com-
pany. Unfortunately, industry is able
to offer high salaries that entice sci-
entists away from pure research
facilities. Many great researchers
quickly get caught up in routine
analyses and lose the freedom to
pursue their own ideas in the indus-
trial environment. Fortunately,
there always will be a place in aca-
demia for scientists who value pure
research and thirst for knowledge. 
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sequencing and accurate mass determination.


